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ABSTRACT

This thesis quantitatively analyzes the factors that affect weapon

system cost growth after Milestone II. The data from nine weapon systems

was reconstructed by the Army and Navy from Selected Acquisition Renorts

(SARs) with the cost variances reclassified into a new categorization

system to more readily determine the causes of cost growth. Each cost

variance was classified as to whether it was attributable to a mistake in

the cost estimating process or a post-Milestone II decision, with further

cla.-gificaticn into subcategories for a more detailed analysis. The cost

variances were divided by the Milestone II Decision Estimate (DE) to form

a cost growth ratio .CGR). The findings reveal that the Department of

Defense has about 10.8% cost growth in the procurement process. Cost

growth due to decisions outweigh mistakes by a factor of 2.3:1. A

majority of the mistake cost growth is due to errors in the estimaticn of

production costs. A majority of the decision cost growth is due to

schedule slippage. Low cost systems have 2.4 times as much mistake cost

growth as high cost systems. Newer missile systems have significantly

less mistake cost growth when compared to other systems. Lastly, the Army

and Navy have approximately equal cost growth on their newer sys:ems.
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EXECUTIVE SUMHARY

A common perception among the public, in Congress, and even within the

defense establishment is that weapon system cost growth results from poor

managerial practices combined with an inability to accurately estimate

weapons system costs. This oversimplification of a very complex problem

is at the forefront of discussion now that reduced budgets, military

downsizing, and decreased procurement are realities.

Many cost growth studies occurred in the early 1980s in response to

the military buildup which began in 1980. Very little research has been

done since then on the new high technology systems. This lack of adequate

research combined with tighter military budgets shows a need for new

research on the factors affecting cost growth. The objective of this

research is not to predict or model particular systems, bat to determine

those factors that affect the cost growth of the Department of Defense

(DoD) as a whole.

In order to more readily identify areas of cost growth, it is

necessary to classify the cost variances into a more useable and more

detailed categorization system. The new categorization system

differentiates betwu.en decisions made that would knowingly increase weapon

system cost and mistakes that misestimated aspects in the process which,

if estimated correctly, would not have resulted in cost growth. The new

categories also partition these two broad categories into six

subcategorie, each to give insight into the most likely areas for cost

growth to occur.

The data was analyzed to determine if factors such as system cost,

service, and type of system affect cost growth. This was done to identify

specific areas in the cost estimation and procurement processes that need

attention and to determine the probable causes of there differences.
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The findings reveal that the Department of Defense has experienced

approximately 10.8% cost growth in the procurement process after Milestone

I1, which is lower than might be expected. Studies done during the early

1580s report that the average total cost growth of weapon systems was

between 20% and 30%. However, the time of those studies is relevant to

the difference in findings. Three major changes have occurred in the last

decade to lower weapon system cost growth. First, estimators have

developed a large computerized cost data base to more accurately predict

costs. Second, high technology systems, that were brand new in 1980, have

been developed and produced so that they are now much easier to estimate.

Lastly, the early studies resulted in a determined effort by the

Department of Defense to control cost growtn.

Mistakes made in the estimation of system costs make up 30.6% of the

total cost growth of a system while decisions make up 69.4% of the total

cost growth. Therefore decisions outweigh mistakes by a margin of 2.3:1.

A majority of the mistake cost growth is attributable to mnisz.nk in

estimating the cost of production. However, mistake cost growth averages

only 3.3% and is not nearly as significant as controlling the cost growth

due to decisions.

A majority of the decision cost growth is attributable to schedule

slippage. Some of this schedule slippage can be attributed to decisions

to change the design and performance requirements of the system, while the

remaining amount is unexplained. Further study concentrating on the

causes of schedule slipp-ge needs to be done.

The low cost systems have a higher mistake cost growth when compared

to high cost system. by a margin of 2.4:1. Two possible explanations

exist for this effect. First, estimators do not take as much care in

estimating the costs of low cost systems since they are not as visible on

an oversight level. The second reason concerns the nature of high cost

and low cost systems. A majority of high cost systems are large platforms

which have a majority of their production cost resulting from large

xi
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components or similar components that have been used oefore. This makes

the estimation of the production costs of these large compoanent.s fairly

accurate. Therefore, the mistakes in estimating the smaller and

relatively cheaper items would be masked in high cost systems by these

high cost items. Therefore, the difference between the low cost and high

cost system mistake cost growth is probably not as significant as it

appears to be.

The significant differ nce between the cost growth of new missile

systems and other weapon s3 -ems is that the mistake cost growth for new

missile systems is signi antly less than that of other systems,

specifically in estimating the ccst of production. This is due to the

evolutionary nature of missile systems. The guidance, propulsion, and

warhead systems of newer missiles is generally a modernization or

modification of a previous system. This would tend to increase the

accuracy of missile system estimates over other weapon systems. Previous

studies show that missile systems have a much higher cost growth than do

other systems. These studies included much older missile systems. The

evolutionary process discussed above had not yet developeo and therefore

a higher cost growth could have resulted.

The Army and Navy have effectively equal cost growths. A majority of

early 1980s studies reported that the Army had a significantly higher cost

growth than the Navy. This was attributed to the modernization of the

Army. This study concentrated on more recent weapons systems and aid not

find this to be the case. The most obvious explanation for this effect is

that the Army has completed its modernization and is now proficient at

controlling the costs of its weapon systems.

These results are promising in that it appears that over the last

decade, the DoD has gained control over cost growth. It is still

necessary to determine and correct the cause of schedule slippage, but, on

the whole, the cost growth problem is being solved.

xii



I. IHNTRODUCTION

A common perception among the public, in Congress, and even within

the defense establishment is that weapons system cost growth results

from poor managerial practices combined with an inability to accurately

estimate weapons system costs. This oversimplification of a very

complex problem is at the forefront of discussion now that reduced

budgets, military downsizing, and decreased procurement a.,ce realities.

Many studies have shown that most of a weapons system's procurement

cost growth occurs after it enters Engineering and Manufacturing

Development (EMD) but prior to Full Scale Production [Ref. 11 . This

cost growth will bk magnified if the United States attempts to maintain

its technological edge- in the reduced budget environment by developing

technology and then "shelving it" until neeced. This will result in

increased scrutiny by the Congress on cost growth and its control.

Most of the research on cost growth occurred prior to the 1980's

military buildup. Some research focused on single system cost growth

(e.g., just the F-14 [Ref. 2)). This was done to identify and change

managerial and estimating problems within a particular weapons system

already identified as having high cost growth. The remaining research

used the Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) categories for a basis [Ref

3). In the SAR, each cost variance is categorized as an estimating,

economic, quantity, schedule, support or other change from the Milestone

II baseline estimate. Unfortunately, these categories were not

uniformly uoed acr-oss different systems to classify cost variances,

making any cross-system analysis using these categories of limited

validity. Furthermore, the criteria for classifying a cost variance

into one of these SAR categories changed in the mid-1980's and as a

result, comparisons across this time are not valid. Therefore, none of

1



the relatively new high technology systems can be analyzed using a time

series approach.

As a result of this lacx of adequate data on current technology

combined with tighter military budgets, new research on the factors

affecting cost growth is required. It will be necessary to form new

categorization criteria for cost variances in order to break the cost

variances into a more useful structure. The objective of this research

is not to predict or model particular systems, but to determine those

factors that affect the cost growth of the Department of Defense as a

whole. The quantitative analysis of this data is designed to yield

descriptive information on those areas in the procurement process where

cost growth is occurring. This information can be used by Program

Managers and cost estimators to evaluate their cost methodology and

refine their cost estimating techniques. This should ultimately yield

lower procurement cost growth.

2



II. EACKGROUND

A. REVIEW OF THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief review of the

weapons system acquisition process prior to a discussion of research

methodology used and why data from specific points in the acquisition

process was used.

The acquisition process in broken down into five phases with the

transition between phases being marked by a milestone. Decision

authorities determine at each milestone whether the results of the

previous phase warrant continuation into the next acquisition phase.

Department of Defense Instruction 5000.2 (current version dated February

1991) ,Iescribes the process and discusses the objectives of each phase

and milestone in the acquisition process. Systems within the
aci'sition cer do ZJL necessarily follow this exacc process

However, each system must ultimately gain approval at each milestone in

this process.

1. Mission Need

Initially, a determination of mission need is decided upon, by

various sources, based upon continuing assessments of the military

requirements and capabilities.

2. Milestone 0, Concept Studies Approval

Decision authorities determi..ne if a study of alternatives is

warranted and determine the alternatives to be evaluated. If approval

is granted, the system proceeds into Phase 0.

3. Phase 0, Concept Exploration and Definition

Various alternatives are evaluated. The most promising systems

satisfying the mission requirements are evaluated to determine high rith

areas and initial objectives for program cost, schedule, and

performance.

3



4. Milestone I, Concept Demonstration Approval

Deci.sion authorities determine if a new acquisition program is

needed based on the results of Phase 0. A baseline for program cost,

schedule, and perfo-mance is established. Approval at Milestone I

authorizes the program to move into Phase I.

5. Phase I, Demonstration and Validation

Critical design and performance characteristics are thoroughly

evaluated. Schedule, cost, and performance objectives are refined.

6. Milestone 11, Development Approval

If the results of Phase I warrant continuation, a Developmental

Baseline for cost, schedule and performance for the program is approved.

This includes the Developmenta Estimate (DE) which defines the

objective total system cost. This estimate is the refined total cost

from Milestone I. Milestone II approval authorizes program continuation

into Phase II.

7. Phase II, Engineering and Manufacturing Development

The system enters full scale engineeriny developmeiit. A cot

effective, producible design is developed to validate the production

process. Tests are conducted to verify that system perforimiance

satisfies performance requirements.

8. Milestone III, Production Approval

A production baselinc for cost, schedul.e and pcrtormance using

the revised data from Phase II is establi&i'ed. The system now proceeds

into Phase IIi.

9. Phase I1I, Production and Deployment/Phase IV, Operations and

Support

An efficient; production capability along with its asoiociated

support base is established to achieve operational capability satisfying

the mission need. Once initial systems are fielded, syi;tem monitor:ing,

support and problem correction continue throuS'hout systvLm lifutime.

4



10. Milestone IV, Major Modification Approval

Decision authorities determine if a major modification or

change to the system is warranted and if so, how to implement this

change in the most effective manner.

B. SELECTED ACQUISITION REPORT (SAR)

The data used is derived from the Selected Acquisition Report (SAR).

Comprehensive instructions for the SAR are contained in Department of

Defense Manual 5000.211. The SAR is a comprehensive report designed to

provide Defense Department officials with cost and management

inform;iation on each major weapons system. The SARs are submitted to the

Congress to allow the Armed Services Committees to monitor the

Department's progress in meeting its procurement plans, and to provide

an early warning of emerging cost problens.

The SARs arc compilations of status reports from the Program

Managers responsible for major defense acquisition programs. ThI y

Provide each Proaram Manager's latest: estmat-(q of prnrr.ss in achieving

key goals with respect to performance, schedule and cost. The most

recent estimates are recorded in then year dollars and in constant base

year dci.lars, with the base year generally being the Milestone II year.

SARs are required by Department of Defense Manual 5000.2M to be

submitted for programs that have been designated by the Secretary of

Defeunse as major systems or are estimated to cost more than $200 million

for research, development, test, arid evaluation or more than $i billion

for procurerwent. Highly classified programs are excluded, from this

requirement. SARs are prep-tred on an exception basis for the first,

s,.cond, arid third quarter of each year, wit-h a comptlcicnuiive report for

the fourtth quarter ending D)ecerhber 31. The cost data in the Decebd)er

A!ARs are expected to correal1ornd to data in the President's annual Ludget

submitted to the Congress in January.



1. SAR Categories

The SAR reports the Program Manager's most recent best cost

estimate. The initial estimate listed in the SAR is the baseline

estimate or developmental estimate (DE). The DE is generally made at

Milestone II in the acquisition process. The SAA records all changes in

terms of deviation from the previous cost estimate. These chaigs are

defined as cost variances, The sum of all the cost variances and the DE

is defined as the Current Estimate (CE).

Each cost variance listed in the SAR is categorized .xccoroing to

the cause of change. These categories are explicitly defined in

Department of Defense Manual 5000.21-.

a. Quantity Change

A cost variance is classified as a quantity change if it is

due to a change in the number of units of an end item of equipment.

b. Schedule Change

due to a change in procurement or delivery schedule, completion date, or

intermediate milestone for development or production.

C. Engineering Change

A cost variance is classified as an engineering change if it

is due to an alteration in the physical or function characteristics of a

system or item delivered, to be delivered, or under development, after

establishment of such characteristics.

d. Economic Change

A cost variance is classified as an economic change if it is

due to price level changes in the economy.

a. Estimating Change

t. cost variance is classified as an estimating change if it--

is for correction of an error, refinement of a prior Current. Estimate,

or a change in program or cost eotimating assumptions and techniqueu.

6



f. Support Change

A cost variance is classified as a support change if it is

due to a change in cost, regardless of reason, associated with any work

breakdown structure element not included in ihe flyaway, rollaway, or

sailaway cost.

g. Other Change

A cost variance is classified in the other change category

if it cannot be classified into one of the above categories.

''
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III. ISSURS PERTAINING TO THE DATA

A. PROC'REMENT CoSTS

Weapon system costs are broken down into two major cost categories,

Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) ccsts and

procurement costs. This study will focus on only the p.rocurement cost

growth of major weapons systems. RDT&E cost growth is difficult to

quantify because of constantly changing requirements and modifications

in the initial design of the system. These changes, which occur prior

to TlA-estone II, could greatly affect the RDT&E cost growth.

Also, the major focus of this research is to identify managerial and

cost estimation problems within the Department of Defense after a system

enters IMD. Analysis of RDT&E cost growth would be more beneficial in

defining areas that need attention within the initial stages of concept

e../ploration and definition. -

B. 2NXW CATEGORICAL DrFZNITIONS

The criteria for classifying cost variances into the SAR categories

has changed over the years. This makes any cross system analysis of

lim'-tcd validity, Also, the SAR categories do not allow for easy

identification of the root causes behind cort c:owth of a particular

weapon system [Ref. 4]. For example. a coat variance jr, the support

category does not show whether." the cost vAriance wau due to a decision

to change the support requirements or if a Aiscake was madE in initial

estiumate of the support costs. Thexrefore, the cost variances need to be

reclassified into a new categorization format: before any analysis of the,

reasons for cost growth can be done.

The new categorization syutem used is under developmr,.L by the

Department of Defense (DoD) . The new catec.ties used to clap ;ify cost

variances must differentiate between decisions that ate made that would
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knowingly increase weapon system cost (i.e., increased range or

performance) and mistakes that underestimated or overestimated aspects

i.] the process which, if estimated correctly, would not have resulted

in cost growth. The new categories must also partition Lhese broad

categories into smaller subcategories to g3.ve insight into the most

likely areas for cost growth to occur.

The new categories consist of two major categories defined as to

whether the cost variance was due to a decision or a mistake. The cost

variance is further classified into one of six subcategories according

to the specific area that is relatcd.

1. Dacision Variance

A decision variance is a cost variance due to a decision

external to a program's defined Milestone II baseline. Examples include

changes in system capability and acquioition strategy changes (such as

dual source procurement, multiyear procurement, etc.) not dictated by

fact of life conditions. Decision variances are subcategorizen uy the

type of change. These subcategories are:

a. Dcrv

A cost variance is classified in the Dcrv category if it

results from a decision that changes the system requirements or results

in a new variant of the system.

b. DmI

A cost variance is classified in the Dsmri category if it

results from a decision that causes changes to the procurement schedule,

shifts in the multiyear procurement. rate or in different management

initiatives.

c. D1i2

A cost variance is classified in the Dils category if it

results from a decision to change the Integrated Lugistical Support

(ILS) factoru or changes in spareu or support requirements.

9



d. Dqpt

A cost variance is classified in the Depf category if it

results from changes to the external program factors (foreign military

sales (FMS), labor strikes, etc).

a. Descl

A cost variance is classified in the Descl category if it

results from a decision to change the escalation (inflationary)

requiremencs.

f. Dother

This category is designed to account for minor or unforeseen

decision variances that cannot be categorized into one of the above

categories.
A 2. Kiat&ke Variance

A mistake variance is a cost variance not attributable to post-

Milestone II decisions. Examples include method errors, omi.ssions,

schedule slips attributable to technical problems, weight growth, and

inadequately scoped engineering and software development efforts. An

"important point is that this category is considerably broader than

estimating error: "mistakes" include many factors that are mani.festly

not considered to be related to "cost estimating" (e.g., weight growth).

This category is intended to capture all the variance that the

acquisition system as a whole should have anticipated, not just the cost

estimator. Mistake variances are subcategorized by the type of change.

a. Keep

A cost variance is classified in the Mcep categozy if it is

due to a mistake in estimating the production costs of the system.

b. M ede

A cost variance is classified in the Mcede category if it is

due to a mistake in eutimating the developmental and engineering costs

of the system.

10



C. N115

A cost variance is classified in the Mils category if it is

due to a mistake in estirIating ILS factors, spares or support

requirements.

d. MssWf

A cost variance .-.s classified in the Mssmf category if it is

due to schedule slips and or changes in the management factors that are

not attributable to a decision.

e. Mescl

A cost variance is classified in the Mescl category if it is

caused by a mistake in estimating the escalation requirements.

f. Mother

This category is designed to account for minor or unforeseen

mistake variances that cannot be categorized into one of the above

categories.

This new classification system will allow for a more detailed

evaluation of the factors affecting cost growth. It will indicate the

specific areas in which cost growth is occurring and where measures to

control cost growth should be focused.

C. USING SAR DATA

Each service was tasked by the DoD to reconstruct the data into the

new categories using historical SAR data.

1. Advantages of SAR Data

A majority of major weapons systems are required to have a

SAR filed on them. This allows for a comprehensive analysis of cost

growth within the Department of Defense. Most SARs are unclassified

and are publi-cly available, This allows wide dissemination of data

and results. This allows objective research outside the government

establishment to review the prugress on the control of cost growth.

Failure to analyze classified systems should not significantly impact

the results of a cost growth study since there are a limited number of
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these systems. Furthermore, subsequent analyses by the Office of the

Secretary of Defense of all weapons systems when they become available,

including classified systems, will alleviate this concern.

Each cost variance must be reported on the SAR along with tlhe

cause of the variance. This allows for a full accounting by the

services of these variances. A minimal amount of cross referencing will

be required by the services to obtain the root cause of the cost.

variance which is needed to accurately analyze cos, growth [Ref 4).

These advantages make the use of SAR data a necessity once it is

appropriately modified by the services into a more useful categorization

of the variances.

2. Disadvantages of SAR Data

Since the old SAR categories were not consistently applied,

obtaining the data in a consistent categorization will require the

cooperation of the services to reclassify the data into the new

categories. 8ach service will also need to reconstruct the actual cause

of each variance. Service cooperation is available, although it will

take two years to obtain all weapons systems covered by SAR reporting

requirements.

The categorization of the cost variances is a judgment call.

The decisions by individual services may generate associated errors that

cannot be objectively described.

These disadvantages, while important, do not constitute a large

problem. The errors imparted into the data should not be of a

sufficiently large magnitude to nullify the findings. The additional

time to categorize the cost variances should be offset by the time saved

in using the SARs as described above.

D. MILESTONE II BASELINE

This baseline cost estimate is considered valid in the Department of

Defense since this is where the Developmental Estimate (DE) originates.

Prior to this point, numerous alternatives combined with unproven

12



concepts would tend to introduce gross margins of error into any

estimate.

A major problem when analyzing weapons system cost growth is that

the DE baseline can change. The baseline is allowed to change if major

modifications or changes to the weapon system are performed. This could

suppress the actual cost grow, of the system if the cost variances are

compared to the new baseline. The reconstruction of the data into the

new format by the services maintains the Milestone II baseline as its

initial estimate and reports all cost variances from this point. This

-hould allow for a focus on all forms of cost growth in the weapons

system.

E. ESCALATION ADJUSTMENT

The data used is in constant base year dollars. The base year for

analysis of cost growth of those systems that are beyond Milestone II is

generally chosen as the year the project enters EMD. Using constant

base year dollars is necessary when measuring program management effects

since this allows for consistart comparisons to the base estimate [Ref

5]. If then year (budgetary) dollars were used, any analysis that

combines the cost variances across time could not be performed since

this would result in attempting to combine different year dollars which

cannot be done. Therefore, for this analysis, constant base year

dollars are required.

F. QUANTITY ADJUSTMENT

Quantity changes, whether a change in the total quantity procured or

a change in the procurement rate, will greatly affect the total cost

growth of a system. Milestone II cost estimates were based on the

Milestone II quantity. Any subsequent change in quantity could not have

been foreseen at Milestone II. Therefore, an adjustment to the cost

variances needs to be made tc account for these changes in qp:antity.

This is defined as quantity normalization.
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1. Quantity Related Cost Equation

Before developing the quantity normalization equation, it is

necessary to understand the composition of the current estimate (CE) and

how it relates to the Milestone II decision estimate (DE).

Two types of costs exist in the DE. One type is cost not

related to quantity. These are costs that do not change with changes in

the quantity to he procured or changes in the procurement rate.

Examples of these costs include initial design engineering and tooling.

The total nonquantity-reJ.ated cost at the DE is defined as N.

The other type of cost in the DE is quantity related. The sum

of the quantity-related costs at Milestone II is defined as R. These

change with changes in quantity or changes in the procurement rate.

Examples of these costs include material and labor. The total quantity-

related cost at Milestone II is formed by the product of the Milestone

II unit cost (U) times the Milestone II quantity to be procured (Q) . By

evaluating the reasons given in the SAR for each of the cost variances,

any cost variance listed in the SAR can be classified as bej g either

quantity related or not. Therefore, the Milestone Ii DE is written as:

DE = N + R

= N + UQ

The total change in the nonquantity related costs from the

decision estimate to the current estimate (AN) can be calculated by

summing all of the cost variances that are not quantity related.

The total change in the quantity related costs from the decision

estimate to the current estimate (AR) can be calculated by summing all

of the cost variances that are quantity related.

The current estimate (CE) can be determined from the DE and the

cost variances by:

CE = DE + AN + AR
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A quantity related cost variance can be caused by a change in

the quanti-ty to be procured (AQ), a change in the unit cost of the item

(AU), or both. Therefore, CE can be rewritten as:

CE = DE + AN + AR

= N + AN + R 4 AR

= N + AN + (U + AU) (Q + AQ)

= N + AN + UQ + QAU + UAQ + AUAQ

2v further analyzing the reasons for the cost variances listed

in the SAR, those cost variances resulting from a change in quantity

with no change in unit cost can be identified. The sum of these cost

variances is defined as UAQ. The remaining quantity related cost-

variances are due to changes in quantity with a corresponding change in

unit cost or are due to a change in unit cost with no change in the

quantity. The sum of these cost variances is defined as AU(Q + AQ)-

Therefore, CE can be rewritten as:

CE = N +N M fl UQ + QAU + UAQ + ATTAQ

= (N + AN) + UQ + AU(Q + AQ) + UAQ

Define AP as the difference between the current estimate and the

decision estimate:

ALP = CE - DE

= (N + AN) + UQ + AU(Q + AQ) + .UAQ -( + UQ)

= AN + AU(Q + AQ) + AUAQ

with AN, AU(Q + AQ), and UAQ each being a deter-minable quaatity.

2. Quantity Normalization Equation

The quantity normalization equation used in this research is

currently under development by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

The preferred method of quantity normalization varies widely

[Refs. 4, 5]. Two types of effects due to quantity must be addressed.

The first is that the final quantity is changed with no change in the

procurement rate. This study deals with the total costs of the system

based on the quantity determined at Milestone II and therefore requires
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that this type of quantity change not result in a cost variance. The

second type of quantity effect is a change in the procurement rate with

no change in the final quantity. Since contractors face both fixed and

variable costs, a change in the procurement rate such as a schedule

slippage will result in a higher unit cost since additional fixed costs

will be incurred. This type of cost variance must be fully accounted

for.

The data collected is classified as to whether or not it was

quantity related. No adjustment fcr quantity is required if it is not

quantity related. The quantity adjustment to the cost variance must be

made to ti.e base-year adjusted cost variance to remove any inflationary

effects.

AP is not quantity normalized since a change in the quantity

(AQ) with no change in the procurement rate (i.e., AU = 0) will result

in a change in LP.

The required fom . . , a quaLLLtly LuuLuLuudmIUnt cost Cu

must remove any effect for a change in quantity without a change 4n

procurement rate since this form of cost variance could not have been

foreseen by the Milestone II estimators. However, C must fully account

for procurement rate changes since these are attributable to decisions

or mistakes that should have been foreseen at Milestone II. Therefore

the proper form for C is:

C = (N + aN) + (U + AU)Q

This satisfies the requirements listed above, namely that

changes in quantity with no change in procurement cost are ignored but

that changes in procurement rate which affect the unit, cost are

completely accounted for.

The quantity normalized cost variance AC is the quantity

normalized CE (C) minus the DE. This yields:
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AC = C - DE

= (N + AN) + (U + AU)Q (N + UQ)

= AN + QAU

The equation for determining AC can be obtained as follows:

AC = AN + QAU

- AN + QAU(Q + &Q)/(Q + AQ)

The terms Q and AQ can be taken directly <Trom the SAR. The

remaining Lerms, AN and AU(Q + AQ) can be determined by the method

listed previously when determining LP. Therefore, AC is the quantity

normalized procurement cost variance in base year dolla-s. AC will be

used in the analysis as the quantity normalized cosL variance to

determine the cost growth of the weapon syfitem.
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IV, DATA

Dalta from ninc weapon SyntCem9 are currnt-11ly available. In neveral

yearn, data for all. systems reported under thl' SAR guidcline-- will Ihe

Collected and all of the data will be analyzed by the Office of the-

Secretary of Defenne.

Only n~ine synt~erilb were, chosen due to the 1 inited Lime available for

data collection for this study. The Depart-ment of Defcnwe lielccteci the

first nine nynterna no that they ref lect a reprenent.ati ze nainpie ot the

sysitems in each 3crvice. Theýy include iihi-po, misail(rr and celctrornc

Sykit-Ae-ma. No aiircraft Esyritems were availablej, arnd it- should be no*-cd

that. the reiiulto of thiu analynib ohould not he applied to any alldlynin

of aircraft nayt-ern1. ThereP are approximately equal nunmberl of )Army arid

Navy layttemu. No Air Force sybternu werc available.

* ; y;, L v; L a -- a k U..J AU S .L.LIII . L i ; L )L i' U. U X UMeli I I- L UL I 1C CI Ui- I

have a wide zanqec of: total coista to Irefl(:ct the( actual nbAtuxe of thc

overall procurement proceau within the De.paxtmuwjt of eene

Foul- of the uyiyuterr wlero repoirted by the Aimy. They wiere( the ATACM

Mionlle, thv MhFS rocketL Byrtem, thc SINCGARS electronic !syutem alid the

11S1 eluctronlic Uyutem. Tht; rcirnaininj tive- oyiytenmu were- reporteL~d by the

Navy. Thcs-e are the C11\MH-53 helicopter, the Trident 11 bubrnalil', inc th

DIXj-51 Su)AaCe fihip, the HARM mintiija anid thf-e S11-2 mfibsile.

The elata for each we-apon)z alyc~trn waa convtruc-.ted Lorn exiritinry bAR

data hiy the rnapject-ivc riervice, *rhd dat-a connist~u Of All :o[ot ViAliancell

i ejortcd in contitant bane yVAi 'Jol lar~i from th- SA1R uinicc Milest~one IT

along with the SAR catcyor r.zat.iora, the ne(.w cateyol izatiori, alrrd wllut.lle

or riot tLhe Cost. vari;,ricc in rque.rit i ty r'± lated . 'I'le uepor ted dlata aluro

inc Iude-d the Mil1cm one! 11. RDTIAE~ arid roxenntcowIt 1 ao we11 ai anly

anp.1i f ying iemax kui rr!c'uriuai y tO fulrthr. eXp~laill airy Cori Lva2i iaiiceur



A. COST GR'OWTH P~ATIO

The cont growth ratio (CGR) is defined a!n the rati~o of the quantit~y

and escalation adjusted coat variain'ýes and the Milestone T! total synt~em

coLts includilig RDT&E costs:

CUR - AC/DE.

TheC total 6yt~tern cos~t. l.s uiied so th~at the CG214 represent..,; the charige

in the total cost of t~he sys3tern as opposed to a perccrntaq,! chanige in the

pioucurementL cost of the system. 1%11 cost variancea for each system viere

converted to CGP~s. The CGJ< is uused in ne(arly all resiearch on costý

growt~h to Bhow the magnitude of the change compared to the orig~nal

estimate. For inatance, a fifty million dollar change in a syr;te-m that

cost t-wo hundred million dollairu is much more szignificant then a tifty

mill-ion dollar ch-ange in a ten Yillion dollar nytitern since the fir"t

conut~itutes a relatively largje changc in the accuracy of the- original

eutimate (CUR a 0. 25) , while the- la~tter is well wilhin any reasonable

expc~a1~f~jtor margirr of. estimatin~g er (CGIVA - 0.005,

For each "ystem, the CG~a ansociatud wit.1 a particular Category,

uL~in9 both Lhe SAh and tho niew categori:,ation fnyItiemn, wurc aggregated

tO form thecos gro L'wth for a syvtutm classified by Category. 111e CUP.6

that Hie ausociated with %he mistake categoxieai we-rt. agyricyated toc form

the mistake cout Qorowl-h and in a fulimlar tnannun, the dcci-siion cat-etpori~li

were combdirie-d to form the d.cui sin cOut. growth.

'Ihf! HUM of: the dr-cision and mistake- costi grjowths tormthe L total cost

glowthi Of a Lysteril uince- Milest-one 11.

S. DOLLAiA 111BIfiTEV AVERAG1r.

Whoni uy[terln ali- cori'l.bined ilt-o :;e~tcafo anlaly!j in of the, eft.Cct.!i Of.

common factoru, the dollar we!iyhted aver!acje in used ati t~he in'an au.

inn1ItCd of thue lArithilmeti cii:i Thio is dunec to a ceoUnL fol t.l he qi-rea1r 0

impact. that, cost g~rowth of more expens10ive.1 w:n ysteitinm Iran oni

1budgetary conaildei at-ionto. Tho obijectivv of thin ii e c is to



determine what factors arc causing cost growth Within the entire

Department of Defense rather than on a particular fjystem. This type of

analysis should aid in detexminirig the impact of cost growth on the

mnilit-ary's procurement budget. A 6trictly arithMet~ic average is not

appropriate in a budgetary context since the effect of less expensive

systems would skew the :-ombincd CGRs away from zthe expected costL growth

in the procurement of a1.' we-apons syntems.

The weapon systems will he divided int~o various set,, in the analysis

of their cost growth (e.g.-, Prmy an~d Navy syStemU) . Th(- dollar weighted

averag-E. (DWA) for a net of weapon syst~erms is determinud by:

DHA - Z1w,(CGPi,) i f (all systems in the Iset},

where wi - '7C,/ (LTC,) Vi c(all 'IYstIeMG in the Set)

Llw . I i ( (all syntemn in the net)

TC, n MilCstone l:. total. sy:stem cost of uywtem i.

The TC~s ilor the wcapon systems in the LIet must all be converted to the

aamc year dolla-ra. FCor thals aayiall 1Mil1erstone 11.1 Zatirucatesf wulet

collverteýd to 1593 contitant. dollarsN Using2 the USD/17AVCOMIPT Guidanr.C ofp

March 11993 dated 26 Marchl 1993.

C. 91l4COARS SYSTFY. ANOMALY AND TREATMENT

The Azsiy' S1I4CGAIkS eluct~.oric uyntem Ilan a CGR of

-0.777 tor tht aevent~h yeýar: tince Mileutonit 11 . Thin reoult-s fxtont a

deciuion in that year for a large acale ledUcLion in the syst~em. ih i n

decisjion is notL typiCal. of mosti weýaporns uynste s. 'Ihe( data fo'r thel 11iraL

tsiy y'!arLI is typical and will be use~d. Trhe f il-Lt nix y,.a~iJriw.

Milent-one II had iA total CGR of 0.105.

D. TOTAL DLTA SETr

T1able 1 displayn Llth Mil1eiitone, 11 ye-aI, teMilewtone! 11 d-cillioll

eolstinate (E') ill Wii ton 01 basle yea) (101 alan , and Lhe.stb. )i ed~

ut data itince Mr Icsor~oif 11 Ava ilabl e. Edch datLa W2r.1C len XICnds

only t )IImouqh1 theq- filial yeal n :p e y each ie
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Table 2 displays the unweighted cost growth ratios for the decision

categories and the total decision cost growth ratio for each system. It

also displays the dollar weighted average ot each category.

Table 3 displays the unweighted cost growth ratios for the mistakc_

categories and the total mistake cost growth ratio for each system. It

also displays the dollar weighted average of each category.

TaLle 4 displays the unweighted decision, mistake, and total cost

growLh ratios for each system and the dollar- weighted average of each

category.

TABLE 1. BASELINE SYSTEM DATA

System Milestone II Year DE (in Millions of Years of
Base Year Dollars) Data Used

ATACM 1990 1506.0 2

Cfl\V.11-53 1979 51-0.0 12

DDG-51 1987 16723.8 4

|{API4 1982 3274.3 10

1,L1RS I 1984 2077.R 7

______ 1989 3548.4 1
S I11CGARS 1983 4145.0 6

SM-2 1984 6511. 5 8

Trident 1986 142,18.9 4 --

TABLE 2. UNWLIGHTUD CORS FOR DECISION CATEGORIES ...._

Dcrv Dsmmi Dill] De.f Deucl Dothe. Decision

ATACM 0 0.023 0 0.015 0 0 0.036

Cif\\11 - 53 -0.009 U.010 -0.310 0 0 0 -0.301

D)t.- b. 0.041 0.109 0.009 0 ,.006 0 0.156

11"11 -0.142 0.258 0.0].5 0.030 0 0 0.J1b

tWbfS 0.079 0.014 0.0.35 -0.008 f) 0 0.120

MSE 0 0.0.13 0 0 C 0 0. 010

.JIMICGAI,,3 0.156 0 -0.037 0 0 () 0.119

SM-2 0.016 0.072 0.010 -0.01,15 0 0 0.073

Trident -0.022 0 0 0 0 0 -0.022

Ave i a 0.015 0.061 -0.'J0 -0.00 0.002 0 0.Q75
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TABLE 3. UNIGHTED CGRS FOR MISTAKE CATEGORIES __-_

Mcep Mcede Mi1s Mesmf Mescl Mother Mistake

A'fACM 0 0 -0.0!I 0 0.020 0 0.009

CH\MIi-53 0.529 0 0.047 0 0 0 0.576(

DDG-51 0.113 0 -0.005 0 0 0 0.108

HARM 0.037 0 0. 022 -0.005 0.002 0 0.056

MLRS -0.036 0 -0.006 0 0 -0.020 -0.062

MSE 0.082 -0.010 0 0.003 0 0 0.075

SINCGARS 0.030 0 0.005 0.011 0 0 -0.014

SM--2 -0.033 0 -0.009 0 -0.014 0 -0.056

Trident -0.039 -0.001 0 0 0.014 0.002 -0.024

Averagej 0.031 -0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.00 0 0.038

TABLE 4. UNWXIGHTFD SYSTEM COST GROWTH RATIOS

Decision Mistake Total.

ATACM 0.038 0.009 0,047

CH\MH-53 -0.302. 0.576 0.276

•)i-. 1 U.1 ýb U.- IUU0 2 U 4

HARM 0.161 0.056 0.217

MLRS 0.1.20 -0.062 0.058

MSE 0.018 0.075 0.092

SINCGARS 0.119 -0.014 0. 105

SM*-2 0.073 -0.056 0.017

Tridcrit -0.022 -C.024 -0.046

Avetage 0.075 0.033 0.108
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V. MITHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

A. USB•3K•NS9 OF NNW CATIQORIEB

In order to more readily identify aieas of cost growth, it is

necessary to classify the cost variances into a more useable and more

detailed categorization system. The new system should classify the cost

growths into more categories than the SAR categorization method.

This system shows data counts, and it would be inappropriate to use

analysis of variance (ANOVA) since the data is not normally distributed.

However, a simple comparison of the number of categories needed under

each system will suffice in thia determination.

Table 5 displays the number of SAR categories as compared to the

number of new categorier used to classify each system's cost variances

since Milestone II.

As can be seen from the table, all systems require a larger number

of categories to classify the cost variances using the new system than

using the SAR system. Tberefore, those factors having the greatest

impact on.' cost growth can ba more readily identified and the underlying

causes of each of the most significant contributors can be determined.

TARLE 5. NCBXR OF _RQUIZKD CATNQORIES

[ System SAR New
Categories Categories

ATACM 3 4

CH\MH-53 4 b

DDG- 51 4 6

iARuM 4 a

MLRS 2 7

MSE 3 4

S I NCGARS 4 5

SM-2 4 7

Trident II 25
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B. STkTISTICAL APPROACH

1. Regression And Time Series Models

A regression model of the cost growth ratio would appear t~o be

useful when analyzing the cost growth of weapon systems. However, with

the limited data available, combined with the large variation in CGRs,

the only regres3ion model that fits is the full or saturated model which

does not prov•ie any beneficial information. Also, since the objective

of this research is not to predict the cost growth of a specific system

but instead to describe the cost growth of the entire Department of

Defense, a regression model would not be of use.

A timc series approach modeling the cost growth versus time of

weapon systems is also of little benefit. The uniqueness of an

individual weapon syh.tem and the decisions that affect a particular

system do not alluw for general system models of cost growth for these

weapon syztema.

2. Data Groups

The weapon systeum will ht bioken into sets to determine if a

specific attribute of each sec of systems has an impact on the cost

growth of the set. The following groupings or sets of weapons systems

will be used to analyze the data: low cost versus high cost systems,

missile systems versus nonmisuile systems, and Army versus Navy systems.

An analysis of those categories where a majority of the cost growth

occurs in each of these sets can be used to evaluate the causes of cost

growth. The reasons for each of the groupings will be discussed in

detail in each of the sections below.

3. Tesi•ng For Common Means

The assumption of normality of the cost growth ratios in order

to test for common means using paramettic tests would be ,ifficult to

make since the CGR cannot go below a value of -1.0. The appropriate

nonparametric test for conullOn ineans is the Wilcoxon Rank Surn Test which

is equivalent, to the Mann-Whitney U Test. The value of the Wilcoxon
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test statistic (w) will be given along with the associated level of

significance (p value).

If the p value associated with the Wilcoxon test is not

determinable as significant or not (i.e., between 0.1 and 0.15) and

paired system data is being evaluated, the Friedman nonparametric test

will be used to determine whether or not to accept the null hypothesis.

The Friedman chi-squared vaiue (X2) 4ill be given along with the

associated level of si ;nificance (p value) when this test is conducted.

(Ref 6]

a. Dollar Weighting the Data

The mistake, decision, and total CGRs of each element i in a

set need to be transformed to account for the different total cost each

system has. This allows for a larger weight to be placed on the CGR of

the higher cost systems in the set and a lesser weight to be placed on

the less expensive systems in the set. Each CGR will be adjusted using

a dollar weighting factor. The dollar weighting factor (w,) is

d.terri--ed foi: eauh eltmineit i of a set of weapon systems and is

equivalent to the wi defined in calculating the dollar weighted average.

Before a test for common means is performed, the mistake, decision, and

total CGRs uf each element i in the set is multiplied by its dollar

weighting factor wi. The dollar weighted CGRs are then used for the

common means tests.

C. DECISION VERSUS MISTAK2 COST GROWTH

An analysis of the difference between decision cost growth and

mistake cost growth of all of the systems is required to determine how

accurate Milestone II estimates are and to identify those areas where

improvements in our estimating techniques need to be T de.

1. flypothevi&

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is used to test the null hypothesis

that the mean cost growth due to decisions is equal to the mean cost

growth due to mistakes. The alternative hypothesis is that the mean
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cost growth for decisions is greater than the mean cost growth due to

mistakes. The common means test is performed on the dollar weighted

data for all nine weapon systems.

2. Data

Table 6 displays the dollar weighted decision, mistake and total

cost growths for all the weapon systems.

TABLE 6. COST GROWTH RATIOS FOR EACH SYSTEM

System Decision Mistake Total

ATACM 0.001 0.000 0.001

CH\MH-53 -0.004 0.008 0.004

DDG-51 0.048 0.033 0.081

HARM 0.011 0.004 0.015

MLRS 0.005 -0.003 0.002

MSE 0.001 0.004 0.006

SINCGARS 0.010 -0.001 0.009

SM-2 r, 010n -0C.00 .00 r

Trident II -0.006 -0.006 -0.012

3. Results of Decision Versus Mistake Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for decision and

mistake cost growth yields a test statistic value of w = 72 with a p

value of 0.13. This may or may not be significant, so a Friedman test

was performed and yields a test statistic value of X2 = 2.778 with a p

value of 0.096. This is significant and the null hypothesis of equal

means is rejected. Therefore, the mean decision cost growth is greater

than the mean mistake cost growth. The dollar weighted average (DWA)

decision cost growth is 0.075 and the DWA mistake cost growth is 0.033.

4. Categorical Analysis

Table 7 displays the dollar weighted average CGRs of the

decision and mistake categories. No statistical tests were performed to

determine which categories contain the largest cost growth; only a

visual inspection is required.
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TABLE 7. AVERAGE CATEGORY CURS FOR ALL SYSTEMS

Decision Dcrv Dsmmi Dils Depf Descl Dother

COG, 0.015 0.061 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 0

Miatake Mcep Mcede Mils Mssmf Mescl Mother

CGR 0.031 -0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.003 0

The majority of decision cost growth occurs in the Dsmmi

category and has a dollar weighted averagq value of 0.061. The majority

of mistake cost growth OCCLrS in the Mcep category and has a dollar

weighted average value of 0.031.

D. LOW COST VERSUS HIGH COST SYSTEMS

A determination of the relationship between system cost and system

cost growth is needed to determine if a difference exists between the

cost growth of low cost systems and the cost growth of high cost

systems. A low cost system is defined as any system whose total system

cost estimated at Mileqtone TT is less than three and a half billion

dollars. The value of three and a half billion dollars is somewhat

arbitrary, but this number was chosen to split the number of systems in

each grouping approximately in half and to ensure that an approximately

equal ratio of Army to Navy systems exist in each set to eliminate any

possible service effects. The low cost systems are the ATACM, the

CH\MH-53, the H-ARM and the MLRS. The systems in the high cost category

are the DDG-51, the MSE, the SINCGARS, the SM-2 and the Trident II.

1. Hypothesis

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is used to test the null hypothesis

that the mean cost growth of low cost systems is equal to the mean cost

growth of high cost systems. The alternative hypothesis is that the low

cost systems have a higher mean cost growth than the high cost systems.

2. Data

Table 8 displays the dolilr weighted cost growth ratios for the

low cost weapon systems.
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Table 9 displays the dollar weighted cost growth ratios for the

high cost weapon systems.

TABLE 8. DOLLAR WEIGHTED CGRS FOR LOW COST SYSTEMS

System Decision Mistake Total

ATACM 0.006 0.001 0.008

CH\MI{-53 -0.029 0.0i5 0.026

HARM 0.075 0.026 0.102

MLRS 0.033 -0.017 0.016

1ABLE 9. DOLLAR WEIGHTED CGRS FOR HIGH COST SYSTEMS

System Decisi.on Mistake Total

DDG-51 0.056 0.039 0.095

NSE 0.001 0.005 0.007

SINCGARS 0.012 -0.001 0.011

SM-2 0.01.L -0.009 0.003

Trident II -0.007 -0.008 -0.014

3. Comparison between High Cost and Low Cost Systems

a. Total Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for total cost

growth of low cost and high cost systems yields a test statistic value

of W = 19 with a p value of 0.08. This is significant and the null

hypothesis of equal means is rejected. Therefore, the mean total cost

growth of low cost systems is greater than the mean total cost growth of

high cost systems. The DWA total cost growth for low cost systems is

0.152 and the DWA total cost growth for high cost systems is 0.100.

b. Decision Cost Growth Comparison

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for decision

cost growth of low cost and high cost systems yields a test statistic

value of W = 22 with a p value of 0.311. This is not significant and

the null hypothesis of equal means is niot rejected.
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c. Mistake Cost Growth Comparison

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for mistake cost

growth of low cost and high cost systems yields a test statistic value

of W = 21 with a p value of 0.35, This is not significant and the null

hypothesis of equal means is not rejected.

The difference between the mistake cost growths, while not

statistically different, is substantively different. The total cost

growth of low cost systems is greater than that of high cost systems,

and it can be observed that the difference between the mistake cost

growths is the driving factor behind this difference. The DWA mistake

cost growth for low cost systems is 0.066, while the DWA total cost

growth for high cost systems is 0.027.

4. Low Cost Systems

a. Decision Versus Mistake Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for decision

cost growth and mistake cost grnwth of low c Yi,-d-s a tc...

statistic value of W = 17 with a p value of 0.38. This is not

significant and the null hypothesis of equaý means is not rejected.

b. Categorical Analysis

Table 10 displays the dollar weighted average CGRs of the

decision and mistake categories for low cost systems. No statistical

tests were performed to determine which categories contain the largest

cost growth; only a visual inspection is required.

TABLE 10. AVERAGE CATEGORY CGRS FOR LOW COST SYSTEMS

Decision Dcrv Dsmmi Dils Dept Descl Dother

CGR -0.046 0.130 -0.013 0.014 0 0

Mistake Mcep Mcede Mils Mssmf Mescl Mother

CGR 0.056 0 0.011 -0.002 0.004 -0.005

The majority of decision cost gý:owth for low cost systems

occurs in the Dsmmi category and has a dollar weighted average value of
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0.130. The majority of mistake cost growth in low cost systems occurs

in the Mcep category and has a dollar weighted average value - 0.058.

5. High Cost Systema

a. Decision Versun Mistake Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for decision

cost growth and mistake cost growth of high cost Gystems yields a test

statistic value of W = 22 with a p valje of 0.14. This may or may not

be significant, so a Friedman test was performed and yields a test

statistic value of X2 = 1.8 with a p value of 0.18. This is not

significant and the null hypothesis of equal means is not rejected.

The difference between the mistake and decision cost

growths, while not statistically different, is substantively different

when compared to the difference between the decision and mistake cosi:

growths of low cost systems. The DWA mistake cost growth for high cost

syctems 0.027 and the DWA decision cost growth for high cost systems is

0.074.

L. Categorical Analysis

Trable 11 displays the dollar weighted average CGRs of the

decision and mistake categories for high cost systems. No statistical

tests were performed to determine which categories contain the largest

cost growth; only a visual inspection is required.

TABLE 11. AVERAGE CATEGORY CGRS FOR HIGH COST SYSTEMS

Decision Dcrv Dsmmi Dils Depf Descl Dother

CGR 0.026 0.048 0.001 -0,004 0.002 0

Mistake Mcep Mcede Mils Mssmf Mescl Mother

CGR 0.026 -0.001 -0.003 0.001 0.002 0.001

The majority of decision cost growth for high cost systems

occurs in the Dsmmi category and has a dollar weighted average value of

0.048. The majority of mistake cost growth for high cost systems occurs

in the Mcep category and has a dollar wrighted average value of 0.026.
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E. MISSXLE SYSTEMS VERSUS OTHER SYSTEMS

An analysis of the cost growth of missile systems compared to other

weapons systems is beneficial since it will allow for identificauiol of

differences in the procurement and estimation processes of these systems

that may need to be evaluated in further detail in future studies, The

missile systems consist of the ATACM, the HARM and the SM-2. These two

sets have approximately eqpjal low cost to high cost ratic;s and Army to

Navy system ratios. This should remove any effects that system cost

would have: on the data. The data was then dollar weighted within each

set.

1. Hypothe.is

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is performed to test the null

hypothesis that the mean cost growt ý of missile systems is equal to the

mean cost growth of other weapon systems. The alternative hypothesis is

that the missile systems have a lower mcan cost growth than the other

weapon systems.

2. Data

Table 12 displays the dollar weighted cost growths for missile

sys term.s.

Table 13 displays the dollar weighted cost growths for the

nonrnissile systems.

TAk3LE 12. DOLLAR WEIGHTED CGRS FOR MISSILE SYSTEMS

System Decision M~istake Total

ATACM 0.004 0.001 0.005

IULRM 0.050 0.018 0.068

SM-2 0.042 -0.032 0.010
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TADLL 13. DOLLAR WEIGHTED CGRS FOR 14OHMISSILE SYSTEMS

System Dec.is~on Mistake Total

CH\14H-53 -0.006 0.011 0. 005

DDG--51 0.062 0.043 0.104

MSE 0.006 -0.003 0.003

SINCGARS C 001 0.006 0.007

SM-2 0.013 -0.002 0.012

Trident II T -0.008 -0.008 -0.016

3. Comparison between Missile and Nonmissile Syatems

a. Total Coat Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for tota) cost

growth cf missile and nonrimssile systems yields a teat statistic value

of W = 17.5 with a p value of 0.27. This is not significant and the

null hypothesis ot equal means is not rejected.

b. Decision Cost Growth Comparison

The ,ilcoxon rank sum test for coimnon means for decision

cost growth of missile and nonmissile systems yields a test statistic

value of W - 19 with a p value of 0.16. This is not significant and the

null hypothesis of equal means is not rejected.

C. Mistake Coat Growth Comparison

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for mistake cost

growth of missile and nonmissile- systems yields a test statistic value

of W = 14 with a p value of 0.40. This is not significant and the null

hypothesis of equal means is not rejected.

The diffr-ence between the mistake cost growths for missile

and nonmissile systems, while net statistically different, is

substantively different, It can be readily observed that the differen'ce

between the mistake cost growths is relevant when compared to the

decision cost growths as is discussed below. 'T1'he DWA mistake cost

growth fox missile systems is -0.014 and the DWA total cost growth for

nonmissile systems is 0.046.
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4. Missile Sys touis

a. Decision Versus Mistake Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for corsnon mean' for deci.sion

cost growth and mistake cost growth Of missile oystems yields a test

stLtintic value of W - 7 with a p value of 0.076. This is significant

and the null hypothesis of equal mears is re)ected. The DWA mistake

cost growth for missile systems -0.014 and the DWA decision cost growth

for missile systems is 0.097.

b. Categorical Analysls

Table 14 displays the dollar weighted average CGP.s of the

decision and mi&take categories for missile uytitems. No statist.ical

tests were performed to determine which categories contain tbe largest

cost growth; only a visual inspection is required.

TABLE 14. AVE"RAGE CATEGORY CGRS FOR MISBILE SYSTEMS

Decision Dcrv Dsmmi Dils Depf Descl Dothier

-0.03 0.120T20 -0.003 0 0-

Mistake Mcdp c ecd c I ilS ssni Mesci Mother
CGR -0.00/ 0 0.001 -0.002 -0 005 0

The majority of decision cost growth for miuuile s ystemsL

occurs in the Dsmmi category and has a dollar weighted average value of

0.125. The majority of mistake cost growth for missile systums occurs

in the Mcep category and has a dollar weighted average 'ýalue of -0.007.

5. Norzainsile Syatems

a. Decision Versus Mistake Cost Growth

The Wilcoxon rank sum test for common means for decision

cost growth arid mistake cost growth of nonmissile systems yields a test

statistic value of W = 30 with a p value of 0.43. This is [loL

significant and the null hypothesis of equal mcans is not rejected.

b. Categorical Analysis

Table 15 displays the dollar weighted average CGREs of the

decision and mistake categories for nonmissile syst.ems. 1o statistical
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teuts were performed to dcexr--minte which categories con~tain the larg(-.It

cost growth; onl~y a vis.ual inqlpCCtý0on is rcequired.

TABJLE 15. AVURAW'E CATEGORY CORS FOR 1ONMILSSILE SYSTEMS ___

Decicjon Dcxv Domm1i Dila D(--[)f Denci Dothor

CGR 0.030 0.042 -0.005 0 0.302 0

s x eMCCIp Mvcde 14ilu I orii Meacl 1`other

CGR -- 0.042 - 0.00 * -o 1oi 0.001 0.005

The rna~oxtjy of dfeCiSiont C010?. 9OWth1 for nonl-MiU3Ixl'. UYS.erlliJ)

occurri ill two catfegovrica, theý Dommi catagory and the lDcry category, The

Dummii categojry hai, a dollar weighted aveiagc- valiv- of 0.042. Thgi. DC) v

CatCqoiiy hanJ at dollair Wei-hti.:d V.F.'aje value- of 0.030. "The r Ajority of

mir~take coo~t growi.h for rion rnionile n',-nturno occuuu inl the. Mccip cAtL'qOry

and h)An a dolAlai weighted avc.rAqu valute of. 0.042.

P. A1U4Y VERSUSW NhV'Y SYSTKMII

~~~~N v ccv gt. '~~b ~ '. 1*fy~J L ~ 'JV.t h

to d,,tCr11ine( WhICh Ubi viCa, if '.tehna bett(jTL cuntmal.ion o(.)

decision making 1,ocenu.

1. Hlypothesis

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tc[nt iU PCrfOrMCLd to tUDTt th(,- t)Ull

hypothunjig that th, e ianl Cost groWth Of ArMy iylitacmu Ih CequaJ. Lo thM

meanl cost growth of. 1Avy utiyvtemris. Thu i.LternZtiVC 11yp~oth.C.i.ui iU 0111.

thO me1aiis are riot equl.]

2. Data

rable 1 6 di npl ayui the! doll]ar w(, ayht-.-J c:l; -yl owl-th for AI my

sflit-efflui along~ with 01C doulla) We~ighted avrae(DWA) of. 11 hese nynti.n

'lab)e I'?) di ni> 1aynj the dol 11 a . ('~ihte :oui It q Wth :l for 1.t!

uyntemis alone; With t~he do) lai w, i ght ed a1voi age (DWr%) of theseut Bystemmu
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TAB3LE 16. DOLLAR WEIGHlTSD CGRB FOR XP1WY S~YSTEMS

System DeciSion Miatake V Total

1\TACM 0.004 0.001 01005

MLRS 0.023 -0.012 0.011

MS, 0.005 0.021 0.02G

SINCGAPS U0.46 -0.006 0,043

TABLE 17. DOLLAR WUIGJ!ThD CU~RB FOJR NAVY SYSTEMS

sylteni Deciuiion Miotaka, Total

ClVM11f-5 3 -0.006 0.011 0.005

DDG-51 0.060 0.042 0.102

HARM' 0.014 ,>00ý 0.020

SM -2 0.012 -0,009 J 0.003

Tr.ident IT -0.007 -0.008 J -0-016~
3. Coznpariaon botwoon Array and Novy Systems

A. Trotal Cost GxowLJ?

Thlj Wi x~~z and' nurn Luu'L oto coti 'ion mcanut l ~ ot LO& CoIIL

growth ut Army anid Na~vy rsyft.t.uiif yicldn a tent ata~ifitic valuec of. W

21 . 5 witLh ou p ve 1uo oi 0. 21. Thim in not. uiqiit Ica-it Anid Lhe nlull

hypo'. h.xin' of cqig iil mua~un iii not iejactjd.

b. D'ecision Cost. Urowth Compaz.1mon

The, Wjlcoxoii tarnk YjU' tLout- fol conunon rncaitni lto dujcijlou

UOst. 9LOWL11 ot A' my anid Navy uyfSL(mti ylhaldr a Leut ultat-irt~iC valut! of V1

- 2!2 With a p valuea at 0. 31. TI'a ItA uc iL ju(lif ic~n. iand Lire ui'.iI I

hypothoasiu Of erqual r110811j its nut i 'jecCtu-r'

M: ist-Ake Cost Growthj Cunjparlauiz

Th Wi].xo ?:XO i ldk isum Lenlt lot. couvmoi, meanatit f ox tni ut (! ( ouh

qtiowt-i of Aituiy and Hi bvy uryuLcutn t~u A~ LestL 1jta!iut.ic valut. (it V1 - Its

with it ) Val ue of 0.31. Thin Jtsrio UkJ jriqnificant. nnd thIe 111111 hypot~he-I ili

of' (1(41114 m(3111trir lii I)Qt. Iv c~je,d



4. Army Systemm~

a. Decialon VerfUO X~'atakce Coat. Growth

The Wilcoxon rank nuin tout for common mean8 for decision

COLnt growthL and niiotake cowL growth of Army sayteins yields a tea-.

otatistic value of W - 12 with a p value of 0.045. Thin in tnignificant

arid the null hypo~hesis of cqual meanc is rejectcd. The DWA mistake

coint growth for Army systems 0.004 and the DWA ducision Cost gi-ow~tr for

Army systerriri ij 0.081.

b. Cacagorical Analysis

Table 18 displayu the. dullar we ightcd average CGREs of the

docinior. arid mintake Cat~egories for Army nyntumrw. No atatiiutical tL'!tu

wctc pertormed to deteImine which ratcyOIrica COnt~ain the largf.ai- cont.

growth; only a v~irial inspection in requixed.

TAIJL)H 18, AVNRAOKR CA.TUGO~RYCGki FOR, ARMY SYSTEMS ___

DOc .3 il D rvD.IZommi Dun JDept Decuc:1te
~CGR 0.0,19 0Oll 0 -0.008 0 U 0

[Miutake M .p- rcede4 1-1 in Munrnit m L-f .I ohz

CGII 0.004 0.00 02 0.0.5 0%.0L =0.004

Tho majority of dcciriion couL growth in Aimy ayat.emur occuru

in Lhm, DIcv catoyotry arid hau a dollar weight-cd averag! valu'! of 0.0795.

ThL rnnfJority of mititikc; colst growth ini Armny uyatcirn occurb ill two

cateq-corica, the M4cep category and thre Maurni. cItegory. The. t'lcep cateqgoz~y

hani a dollar. weighted Jiveragoc value. of 0 004. The! Mtuurnt category han a

dollar weiqhtiled aveiayc value of 0.005,

5. llavy SymLem&A

a.Decialon Vermuam Mistake Cout Growth

The Wi 1cuxoItnk fium teat I. fo1 tcolnimn ineuaij fi d 0 c--ci~ai oii

costL glowth arid miiutakc coat yjxuwth of. Navy systems yicldri a tunt

Utatiutic value of VI - 23 wit.h -a 1) value oi 0.18. Thin in niot.

Uiqn~i.'CI can anld the ull hypotI(,Heiis Of Cqua1 rIreallfi i6 rIOt 1ejecte-d,
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b. Categorical Analysis

Table 19 displays the dollar weighted avetage CGRs of the

decision and mistake categories for Navy systems. No statistical tests

were performed to determine which categories contain the largest cost

growth; only a visual inspection is required.

TABLE 19. AVERAGE CATEGORY CGRS FOR NAVY SYSTFKMS

Decision Dcrv Dsrrmmi Dils Depf Descl bother

CGR -0.002 0.074 0.001 -0.001 0.002 0

Mistake Mcep Mcede Mils Mssmf Mescl Mother

CGR 0.038 0 -0.001 0 0.003 C.001

The majority of decision cost growth in Navy systems occurs

ill the Dsmmi category and has a dollar weighted average value of 0.074.

The majority of mistake cost growth in Navy systems occurs ill the Mcep

category and has a dollar weighted average value of 0.038.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

A. NEW CATEGORIES

The new categorization systems breaks out the cost growth into more

categories than the SAR system. This system is better at detecting

sources of cost growth in a particular weapon system and enabling

correction of that source. It also shows when mistakes or decisions are

the major effect behind the cost growth of a system.

B. DOLLAR WEIGHTED AVERAGES

Using dollar weighted averages adjusts the findings to account for

the greater effect more expensive weapon systems have on budgetary

considerations. This allows for a mnore realistic interpretation of the

cost growth and its effect on the defense budget. If an arithmetic

average is ued, the data i:3 equally weighted, giving the cost growth of

low cost systems an equal weight on the cverall cost growth. This would

tend to skew the results and not allow them to be applied directly to

the entire military budget.

An example of this effect occurs when evaluating the decision and

mistake cost growth ratios of all the weapon systems. If an arithmetic

avcrage is used, the average decision cost growth ratio is 0.040 and the

average mistake cost growth ratio is 0.074. This is opposite to the

findings using dollar weighted averages, where the decision cost growth

ratio is 0.075 and the mistake cost growth ratio is 0.033. By using an

arithmetic mean, it would lead one to conclude that 7.4% mistake cost

growth is occurring in the defense budget, when in reality, only 3.3% is

occurring. Therefore, dollar weighted averages provide a more realistic

picture of cost growth.
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C. SYSTEM COST GROWTH

I. Total Cost Growth

The total cost growth of a weapon system is much less than might

be expected. It has a dollar weighted average value of 0.108.

A 1980 study reports that the average total cost growth of

wenpons systems is 25.9% (Ref. 31. This is significantly higher than

the 10.8% this analysis shows. However, the time of that study is

relevant to the difference in findings. The development by estimators

of a computerized large data base, which contains the production costs

of a large number of components, assemblies, and subassemblies, allows

for a more accurate estimate of the production costs of new systems.

This is beneficial ir estimating system costs which should bring cost

growth down. Another cause is the high technologies that were brand new

in 1980 and extremely difficult to estimate have been developed and

produced so that now they are much easier to estimate. Lastly, the

results of the 1980 study and others resulted in a determinea effnrt br •

the Department of Defense to control cost growth. This has also had a

positive impact in lowering the cost growth of weapons systems.

2. System Model

Eighty five percent of the total cost growth can be captured in

Dsmmi and the Mcep categories. To control total cost growth, it is

required that the cost growth in these two categories be focused upon.

The possible causes of the cost growth in these categories will be

discussed below.

3. Mistake and Decision Cost Growth Comparison

Mistakes make up 30.6k of the total cost growth of a system

while decisions make up 69.4% of the total cost growth. Therefore

decisions outweigh mistakes by a margin of 2.3:1.

One recent study reports that cost growth due to decisions

outweighs cost growth due to mistakes by a margin of two to one (Ref.

7]. This analysis reaches a similar conclusion.
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4. Mistake Cost Growth

A majority of the mistake cost growth occurs in the Mcep

category. The Mcep category is used to classify cost variances

attributable to mistakes in estimating the cost of production. While it

may he noted that -his implies that the Department of Defense needs to

concentrate its 2fforts on becoming better at estimating the production

costs of a wear •n system, the mistake cost growth for a system is only

3.3% and is nc nearly as significant as controlling the cost growth due

to decisions.

5. Decis• on Cost Growth

A ma-,ority of the decision cost growth occurs in the Dsmrri

category. The Dsmmi category is used to classify cost variances

attributable to a decision to change the procurement schedule, shifts in

the multiyear procurement rate or in different management initiatives.

A detailed analysis of the data indicates that a majority of the Dsmmi
cost Qrowth is due to schedule slippage. Some of this schedule slippage

can be attributed to decisions to change the design and performance

requirements of the system. These changes are classified into the Dcrv

category and has a dollar weighted value of 0.015. This may or may not

account for all of the schedule slippage, however, the data does not

provide sufficient evidence to support or deny this possible

explanation. Further study concentrating on the causes of schedule

slippage needs to be done.

D. SYSTEM COST COMPARISON

The driving factor between the difference between low cost system

cost growth and high cost system cost growth is the difference in the

mistake cost growth.

The low cost systems have a higher mistake cost growth by a margin

of 2.4:1. Both high and low cost systems have a majority of their

mistake cost growth occurring in the Mcep category. This is not

surprising since this result has already been determined above.
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However, low cost systems have over twice as much cost growth in the

Mcep category than do high cost systems. This indicates that estimators

are not nearly as adept at estimating the production costs of low cost

systems as high cost systems.

One possible explanation for this is that estimators do not take as

much care in estimating the costs of low cost systems. Low cost systems

are not nearly as visible on a Congressional oversight level or cn an

internal level, and therefore the care taken to accurately estimate the

production cost of a system may not be nearly as high as for that of the

more expensive systems.

Another explanation concerns the nature of high cost to low cost

systems [Ref. 13. A majority of high cost systems are large platforms

which have a majority of their production cost resulting from large

components. These large components, such as hull construction or

propulsion plants, have been used before or a similar component has been

used before. This makes the estimation of the production costn of theser

large components fairly accurate. The mistakes in estimating the

smaller and relatively cheaper items would be masked in the overall cost

growth of the system even if they were of equal dollar value to the

errors in the low cost systems.

Therefore, the difference between the low cost and high cost system

mistake cost growth is probably not as significant as it appears to be.

E. MISSILE SYSTEMS

The significant difference between the cost growth of missile

systems as compared to other weapon systems is that the mistake cost

growth for missile systems is significantly less than that of other

systems, specifically in estimating the cost of production. The most

likely explanation is similar to the discussion above concerning the

cost of a system. Missiles are evolutionary in nature. The guidance

system of newer missiles is generally a modernization or modification of
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a previous guidance system. The same can be said for propulsion system

and warhead type. This would tend to increase the accuracy of missile

systems over other types of systems.

One report on cost growth states that missile systems have a much

higher cost growth than do other systems (Ref. 1i . This article,

prepared in 1982, included much older missile systems. The evolutionary

process discussed above had not yet developed and therefore a higher

cost growth could have resulted. A comparison of the cost growth of

older missile systems to newer ones would be required to validate this

assertion.

F. SERVICE COMPARISON

The Army and Navy have effectively equivalent cost growths. The

only difference is that part of the Army's mistake cost growth results

from mistakes in the estimation process that resulted in schedule slips.

future.

A majority of early 1980s studies reported that the Army had a

significantly higher cost growth than the Navy [Refs. 1, 3). This was

attributed to the mbodernization of the Army. This study concentrated on

more recent weapons systems and did not find this to be the case. The

most obvious explanation for this effect is that the Army has completed

its modernization and is now proficient at controlling the costs of its

weapon systems.
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VII. RLCOMMOEIATIONS

A. NEW CATEGORIES

The new categorization system should be used to classify cost

variances in the SAR system. This would allow for a more detailed

accounting of the cost variances and allow for identification of the

exact areas in which cost growth is occurring.

B. TOTAL COST GROWT11

The total cost growth as been significantly lowered over the past

ten years. This is significant and promising. The Department of

Defense should continue its current oversight an .ýecision process t

ensure that future cost growth io maintained at acceptable levels.

C. DECISION COST GROWTH
Decisioa Qbot growth is the driving torce behind the total cost

growth of weapon systems. This is driven by decisions that result in

schedule slippage in the procurement process. This type of cost growth

must be minimized. The roost likely solution is to ensure at Milestone

II that all decisions that can be made that could result in schedule

slippage are made and finalized.

D. MISTAKE COST GROWTH

The mistake cost growth is well within any reasonable limits. The

driving factor for this type of growth is mistakes in estimating thu

ploduction costs of a weapon system. This amounts to only 3.3t cost

growth ana is well within any reasonable margin of error that could be

placed on this type of estimation.

B. ARMY COST GROWTH

The Army mistake cost growth, while similar in magnitude to the

Navy's, is partiolly driven by schedule slippage. The Armwy must
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evaluate the factors that are causing this problem and correct them.

One possible solution is to compare the Army's estimation process with

the Navy's and to attempt to isolate the key differences that result in

this type of cost growth.

F. FUTURE STUDIES

All of the results and conclusions of this study are tentative since

they are based on nine weapon systems. This is the initial analysis of

a three year study by the DoD and the results and conclusions of the

study using all of the SAR reportable weapon systems may differ from

this report.

A continuation of this study, once data for more weapons systems has

been obtained, should be done to compare Air Force systems with those of

the Army and Navy. Also, a comparison of aircraft and ship cost growth

would be beneficial.

A study of RDT&E cost growth is necessary to evaluate the decision

and estimation process of this aspect of weapon systei acquisition.
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